Hello Medical Student Community,

We sincerely hope everyone is doing well in these times of uncertainty. We’ve seen great resilience in many members of the Larner community, and we wanted to share one of our student-developed and student-facilitated opportunities to contribute, a **PPE Donation Drive** currently underway.

The **PPE Donation Drive** is happening at your school, and first and foremost, they could really use some **help with publicity**. If you are interested in volunteering in this way, **please help share the PPE Donation Drive webpage/information across your networks**.

**PPE donations from the public are now being accepted** out of the Given Loading Dock at the medical school (Given Loading Dock, 89 Beaumont Avenue, Burlington, VT) from 4-6PM weekdays, and 12-4 Saturdays. All details can be found on the [PPE Donation Drive webpage](https://example.com).

If you’d like to **volunteer to collect PPE donations** at the medical school, information and links to sign-up are posted below. Contact [Carolyn Geraci (2022 MD Candidate)](mailto:geraci.carolyn@lcom.uvm.edu), [Madeline Fritz (2022 MD Candidate)](mailto:fritz.madeline@lcom.uvm.edu) and/or [Micaila Baroffio (2023 MD Candidate)](mailto:baroffio.micaila@lcom.uvm.edu) for more details, or if you have any questions.

- [Volunteer details/instructions](https://example.com)
- [Volunteer signup](https://example.com)

A very special thank you to all of you for taking the time and energy to support our greater Burlington community via volunteering and/or sheltering in place.

We look forward to celebrating the end for needing these initiatives and the ability to gather together again; please take care of yourselves and don’t hesitate to reach out if you learn of another incredible way to volunteer.

Be well,

**LCOMcares Service Corps (LSC)**

- [LCOMcares Service Corps Email](mailto:LCOMcares.LSC@lcom.uvm.edu)
- [LCOMcares Service Corps Webpage](https://lcomcares.org)

---

**Friendly Reminder:** In light of the current COVID-19 pandemic, avoid gathering in large groups, please wash your hands for a minimum of 20 seconds (sing Happy Birthday to yourself twice),
wear a cloth mask/covering in public (covering mouth and nose), and avoid touching your face.
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